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Abstract— Thailand is the third place for crude palm oil ranking whereas still found many barriers to development and 

competition in the world market. This study investigated the financial feasibility study of crude palm oil focuses on 

different production processing and production capacity for Fruit-kernel separated refinery plants (Plant A) through 

six main indicators as follows; benefit-cost ratio (BCR), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Net present value (NPV), 

Payback period (PB), Modifield internal rate of return (MIRR), and Profit index (PI). The results obtained that crude 

palm oil mill gain profitability investment and remain received the profitability investment under the switching value 

test (SVT) with two scenarios increasing cost and reducing income. Crude palm oil Plant A with a production capacity 

of fewer than 30 tonnes/hour is the best alternative, for now, entrepreneur, concentration in labor cost and logistic cost 

will be generated increasing income for production processing. Increasing yield per rai and force new coming have 

owns oil palm planting area that reduces shortage supply and relief high material cost which increasing competition in 

the world market. 

 
Keywords— Crude palm oil industry, financial feasibility study, financial analysis. 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

ASEAN area is the biggest crude palm oil production 

especially Indonesia and Malaysia with output around  

85 % of global output that affected to determining price 

movements on world exchanges [1] whereas Thailand is 

in the third place in crude palm oil production ranking, 

but its provide supply only 3.8 % of global production 

which is influence on the prices on world markets is 

negligible [1]-[2]. Southern Region provide 85% of 

Thailand oil palm plantations with 118 crude palm oil 

mills or 81.37% of total national crude palm oil mills  

and are clustered particularly in the provinces of Krabi, 

Surat Thani, and Chumphon [1]-[2]. Currently total 

potential Thailand crude palm oil production capacity 

approximately 3,707 ton/hour or 23 million fresh palm 

oil per year with two processing technique operating 

namely; 1) Fruit-kernel separated refinery plants (Plant 

A) about 85 mill with total production capacity 3,505 

tons per hour or 94% of nation production capacity, and 

2) Fruit-kernel mixed plants (Plant B) are 60 plants. 

However, only 12.435 million tons of fresh oil palm or  

54% of national crude palm oil production capacity was 

providing, resulting in competition for purchase the 

insufficient material that affected on fluctuation of fresh 

oil palm price and increasing production cost  [1]–[5]. 

Based on adequate supply, the oil palm growers often 

harvest oil palm before it is fully ripe, resulting in lower 
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oil exaction rate (OER) compared with Malaysia and 

Indonesia (Thailand oil exaction rate 17-18 %less than 

Malaysia’s (21 %) and Indonesia’s (22 %) [1], [6]. These 

issues conspire to make cost of crude palm oil production 

higher than Malaysia and Indonesia[1], [6]. Moreover, 

lack of clarity in the integration of government policies 

in the palm oil industry which is started from upstream 

especially increasing yield of oil palm, midstream is 

based on increasing comparative advantage to compete 

with two main world’s exporter, and downstream centers 

on palm oil refinery plants [7], [8].  adequate of labor 

skill and scramble for labor skill are also barriers key 

driven for crude palm oil development [4], [5]. Since 

crude palm oil trading in future market, the liquidity of 

working capital and devoid the crude palm oil price risk 

analysis become the main significance factors for crude 

palm oil development [2],[4]-[5].  

In our search for evidence of Thailand crude palm oil 

industry development, the results shed light on 3 

dimensions as follow; 1) management processing 

through integration government’ policies for crude palm 

oil industry and adequate of labor skill and scramble for 

labor skill , 2)  insufficient supply , fresh palm oil 

quality, resulting in increases production cost that 

affected on production process, and 3) market 

competition including the liquidity of working capital 

and devoid the crude palm oil price risk analysis 

[4],[6],[8]. These three perspectives leads to increasing 

the crude palm oil production cost that effected to 

limitation ability to compete on world markets and the 

factors that we mentioned above  is consistent with 

global palm oil industry [9]–[14]. On the other hand, 

increasing production cost some 10% by government 

interference in the market through the Department of 

Internal Trade, operating under the Ministry of 

Commerce, is responsible for setting the purchase price 

of oil palm and of palm oil at all stages of the supply 

chain. In detail, these are: 1) The purchase price of oil 
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palm fresh fruit bunch from growers is assumption OER 

18 %, 2) price floor for crude palm oil is set with THB 

19 per kg for factory gate industry, and 3) the retail price 

of bottled refined palm oil no more than THB 42 for a 

one liter bottle [1].  

Despite many problems in crude palm oil industry of 

Thailand, however, we found that the number of crude 

palm oil increase from 83 plants in 2012 to 177 plants in 

2017 with growth rate 112.5 %, Meanwhile, Jitrat (2017) 

argue in limitation of liquidity of working capital issues 

of barriers factors of crude palm oil mills development 

through analyze 30  financial performance and economic 

of scale of Southern crude palm oil, the results obtained 

that most of them have a good financial performance 

with high financial flexible, low debt risk and good 

profitability and asset management. More than that 20 

mills have economy of scale which is illustrated that 

crude palm oil mill has ability to survive whereas the 

results of factors affecting on small scale of crude palm 

oil mill development  consistent with the other previous 

studies which we mentioned earlier  [15].   

This article argues that crude palm oil industry not 

only profitable investment but still continuous gain 

profitable investment within uncertainty situation also. It 

first contrasts the claim of profitability investment 

feasibility of crude palm oil mill in difference processing 

technique operating including difference production 

capacity with the continued significance 3 barriers 

dimensions especially management processing, 

production process, and market competition. Against this 

background, switching value test (SVT) for crude palm 

oil mill with two scenarios are decreasing benefit of mill 

and increasing cost of mills, resulting in low debt risk 

and a good financial performance as well  [15]–[18].  

Comprehensive information on the overall crude palm 

oil mill analysis in terms of financial feasibility study 

and switching value test, results in of gai profitability 

investment and a good financial performance through 

two importance criteria namely, difference processing 

technique operating and difference production capacity 

in Thailand is lacking. Likewise, it is still not clear what 

possibilities exist to improve the financial performance 

and gain profitability investment in each scenario in the 

future. Based on the previous studies, only one attempt to 

analysis profitability investment by using financial 

feasibility study and financial performance under 

uncertainty situation scenarios focuses on Fruit-kernel 

separated refinery plants with utilized production 

technology of non-stream process [16].   

Thereby, we address this gap by analysis the financial 

feasibility study including switching value test of crude 

palm oil mill in difference processing technique 

operating and difference production capacity. Such 

information is essential for policy makers as well as 

crude palm oil producers for future development plan to 

improve the sustainable economic performance of crude 

palm oil industry in Thailand. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Current situation of Thailand’s crude palm oil 

industry  

Thailand becomes the third largest palm oil producer 

which affected from started expansion oil palm planting 

area since 2009. In 2017 the total oil palm production 

around 14,103 thousand tonnes with yield per rai 2,918 

tonnes and increases to 15,382 thousand tonnes with 

average output per rai 3,204 tons in 2018 and 16,772 

thousand tonnes of oil palm production with yield per rai 

2,994 tonnes in 2019, respectively. Thailand crude palm 

oil industry mostly supply for domestic both, refined 

palm oil (RPO) and biodiesel, which are main material 

for food industries, ole-chemical industries, chemical 

industries, and biodiesel industry. During 2015-2019 

crude palm oil industry increases demand for food 

industry, chemical industry and ole-chemical industry 

and biodiesel industry, respectively (Table 1). 

 

Table 1 Thailand palm oil stock balance 2015-2019 

(Unit: thousand tonnes) 

Factor 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019  2016  2017  2018  2019 

Production (CPO) 2,068 1,804 2,626 2,778 3,180 -12.76 45.56 5.78 14.47 

Import 3 14 6 3 3 -4.39 18.45 13.57 25.66 

Domestic Consumption 1,887 1,804 2,137 2,427 3,050 -4.39 18.45 13.57 25.66 

Refined Oil  1,053 988 1,166 1,227 1,370 -6.17 18.01 5.23 11.65 

Biodiesel 833 816 971 1,200 1,680 -2.04 18.99 23.58 40 

Export 68 56 347 343 290 -17.64 519.64 -1.15 -15.45 

Ending Stock 335 293 485 466 309 -12.53 65.52 -3.91 -33.69 

Source: [19] 
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Table 3. Literature reviews on financial feasibility study on crude palm oil mill 

Author Financial feasibility study indicators 
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Elijah, I. O et al[20]* √ √ √ √        

Essia. U [21]   √      √   

Sari. D [22] √ √    √   √   

Kurniawan.PM et al [23]       √     

The Golden Star Oil 

Palm Plantation [18] 

√ √    √   √   

Bahri S D.[24]        √    

Nuryadi A.et al.[25]  √        √  

Nsiah A.S.et,al.[26]* √  √   √     √ 

Kantama. A et al.[27]      √  √    

Yaosuwan.W et,al [16]*  √   √ √    √  

Remark: TC is total cost, TR is total revenues and FC is total fixed cost, MCFA is the material flow cost accounting.  
* is using Switching value test (SVT) 

 

2.2 Literature reviews on financial feasibility study 

crude palm oil industry 

This section attempts to classify previous studies in 

terms of financial indicators for analysis profitability 

financial investment of crude palm oil industry. Based on 

previous studies, benefit cost ratio (BCR), Internal Rate 

of Return (IRR), Net present value (NPV), Payback 

period, and Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) 

are widely use to financial feasibility analysis through 

questionnaires and secondary data analysis. In case of 

Thailand, few studies focus on financial feasibility study 

but still in lab scale or case study and attempt to test 

Switching value test (SVT) (Table 3).  

3. METHODOLOGY  

This study uses quantitative research by face-to-face in-

depth interviews through questionnaires. Collecting data 

from crude palm oil mills classify by difference 

processing technique operating including difference 

production capacity. 

3.1 Study area 

This study financial feasibility study analysis of crude 

palm oil in Thailand in 2017 classify by difference 

processing technique operating namely, 1) Fruit-kernel 

separated refinery plants (Plant A) and 2) Fruit-kernel 

mixed plants (Plant B). As following table 4 [2]. 

Collecting data from 50 crude palm oil mills by  collects 

from Plant A 40 mills (50 % of total plant A in Thailand) 

through production capacity less than 30 tonnes/hour is 

20 mills, 30-45 tonnes/hour approximately 17 mills, and 

more than 60 tonnes/hour about 3 mill, respectively 

which are 50 % of total crude palm oil mills in each 

groups. Moreover, selecting 10 Plant B mills is for 

sample size or 16 % of total national Plant B. We 

collected 10 mills of Plant B because of government 

force them to develop to Plant A [2]. 

 
Table 4. Population and sampling data 

 Population Sampling 

Fruit-kernel separated 

refinery plants (Plant A) 

81 40 

Percent of Capacity (94%)  

less than 30 tonnes/hour 20 20 

30-45 tonnes/hour 35 17 

morethan 60 tonnes/hour 6 3 

Fruit-kernel mixed plants 

(Plant B) 
62 10 

Percent of Capacity (6%)  

3.2 Data Collection 

This study uses quantitative research by face-to-face in-

depth interviews through 2 questionnaires focuses for 

Plant A and Plant B, validation the questions were done 
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by three specialists in crude palm oil industry, resulting 

the tools was consistency (Index of Consistency: I.O.C 

was higher than 60 %).The each questionnaires form 

consists of 5 main parts as follows; 1) basic information 

of crude palm oil mill and interviewee such as processing 

techniques operation, total production capacity, capacity 

use including interviewee position, 2) demand for oil 

palm, quantity of  crude palm oil production, marketing 

channel and by product, 3) total revenues and total cost 

of crude palm oil mill production, 4) total revenues and 

total cost of crude palm oil operation  including 

investment cost, and 5) problem and threat of crude palm 

oil mill. 

3.3 Indicators for financial feasibility study 

Baes on literature reviews in section 2.2, total 5 widely 

used indicators for financial feasibility study are benefit 

cost ratio (BCR), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Net 

present value (NPV), Payback period, and Weighted 

Average Cost of Capital (WACC) whereas this study 

focuses on 6 indicators as follows; benefit cost ratio 

(BCR), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Net present value 

(NPV), Payback period (PB), Modifield internal rate of 

return (MIRR), and Profit index (PI). Moreover, this 

study examine the Switching value test (SVT) under 

uncertainty situation scenarios by compared with 
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)  . 

The assumption criterias for this study was determined 

from the real situation data and concepts as follows; (1) 

crude palm life of 20 years [16], (2) Cost of debt 8.62 % 

which is using minimum loan rate (MLR) from Bank of 

Thailnd plus 1% for risk [16], (3) return on equity is 

12.66 which is calculation by capital asset pricing model 

(CAPM) [16], and (4) Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

(WACC) for this study is 9.20 % according to porportion 

of capital source (private capital 40% and loan 60 %). 

4. RESULTS  

This section obtained financial feasibility analysis of 

crude palm oil in Thailand, six main groups of revenues 

and expenditure of the project are 1) Investment cost 

focuses on basic infrastructure such as land, buildings 

and constructions, machinery, vehicle including office 

supplies which only one time investment in the 

beginning of the project,  2) operation cost especially 

fees which is pay every year until end of project,  3) 

maintenance cost pay for attendance basic infrastructure 

for example land, buildings and constructions, 

machinery, including vehicle and insurance in each year , 

4) variable cost is main cost for crude palm oil 

production such as labor cost, material cost and energy 

cost ,5) loan payment obtained the cost of mills which 

pay for financial institution, 6) revenues is from crude 

palm oil and other by product such as shells, kernel meal, 

fiber and cake decenter, and 7) Scrap value illustrates the 

remain cost of infrastructure such as land, buildings and 

constructions , mechinery and vehicle. The cost and 

revenues of crude palm oil in difference senarios is show 

in Table 5. 

The value of  investment cost  depends on production 

capacity, Palnt A whcih is produciton capacity more than 

60 tonnes/hour expense for investment cost  

approximately 402.275 million baht which higher than 

production capacity less than 30 tonnes /hour about 5 

time whereas Plant B paid for investment cost about 

35.140 millilon baht or 50 % of lowest production 

capacity of Plant A type. Based on variable cost, the 

lowest production capacity of Plant A type expens 

around 95 million baht which is higher defrayal than 

Plant B approximately 51 million baht meahwhile 

production capacity middle group of Plant A expense 

664.6 million baht which is bigger than the lowest 

production capacity group is 6.6 time and the biggest 

group, production capacity more than 60 tonnes/hour 

disposal around 1,319 million baht that is bigger than 

first group is 13.2 time (Table 4). 

In terms of revenues of Plant A, the biggest 

productiion capacity received the income is 1,495.46 

million baht which is exceeding production capacity 30-

45 tonnes/hour 709.90 million baht and upward than 

lowest production capacity group about 1,375.84 million 

baht, respectively whereas Plant B was generated  

income around 54.03 million baht that effected from 

production technique operation. On the one hand, by 

product from Plant B are fiber and cake decenter which 

cheaper purchase price from by product of Plant A 

especially shells and kernel meal (Table 4).  

Results from financial feasibility study analysis 

obtained that all of difference crude palm oil mill groups 

are profitability investment which shown in positive sign 

of six main indicators (Table 4).  

For payback period indicator (PB), crude palm oil mill 

type A production capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour is the best 

way for investment because it’s recovered the cost 

shortest whereas biggest production capacity is longest 

break event time. However, crude palm oil mill is quite 

recovered the break-even time with maximum 5.21 

years. 

In contrast of net present value analysis (NPV), 

biggest production capacity of crude palm oil mill type A 

received the highest net return profit which total profit 

about 529.156 million baht, follow by production 

capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour of Plant A with net profit   

490.254 million baht while Plant B is received lowest 

profit with 31.32 million baht.  

On the other hand, based on internal rate of return and 

modified internal rate of return obtained that crude palm 

oil Plant A with production capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour is 

the best return from investment with 52.16 % of  IRR 

and 22.06 %  MIRR, follow by, production capacity 

more than 60 tonnes/hour  with 32.57 % of IRR and 

20.46 % of MIRR, respectively. All of crude palm oil 

mill types investment is profitability investment because 

of IRR and MIRR higher than weighted average cost of 

capital (9.20%) which illustrates that even though this 

project borrow loan from financial institution, but the 

return of the project remains generate gain profit. 

The profit index analysis is obtained that Plant A got 

higher return than Plant B whereas the biggest 

production capacity is highest profit index with 24.95, 

follow by production capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour with 

profit index 21.59. For benefit cost ration, all of them 

generates nearly benefit cost ratio, which is more than 1, 
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resulting on this project gain profit from investment and 

production capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour is give highest 

ratio with 1.09. 

 
Table 5. Results form financial feasibility study analysis in differnce senarios 

(Unit:Million Baht) 

Factors 
Plant A  

Plant B 
Group A Group B Group C 

1.Investment Cost (first year) 74.156 306.275 402.275 35.140 

1.1 Land cost 6.612 10.129 16.738 3.00 

1.2 Area improvement cost 1.200 10.00 9.500 0.80 

1.3 Building and construction cost 32.566 56.276 88.037 20.00 

1.4 Mechenery Cost 27.800 199.204 261.610 7.260 

1.5 Oil storage tank cost 3.000 19.101 20.000 0.330 

1.6 Office supplies cost 0.228 8.313 1.939 0.05 

1.7 Vehicle cost 2.750 3.250 4.450 3.700 

2.Operation Cost/year 0.123 1.200 0.785 0.080 

2.1 Fees 0.062 1.100 0.765 0.06 

2.1other operation cost 0.061 0.100 0.020 0.02 

3.Maintanance Cost/year 1.770 11.400 17.822 1.110 

3.1 Building and construction maintanance cost 0.030 0.100 3.216 0.050 

3.2 Mechenery maintanance cost 1.140 10.00 11.540 1.000 

3.3 Vehicle maintanance cost  0.250 0.300 0.550 0.040 

3.4 Insurance cost 0.350 1.000 0.500 0.020 

3.5 Dredge fee for wastewater treatment 0 0 2.000 0 

4.Variable Cost/years 95.082 664.610 1,319.612 44.123 

4.1 Labor cost 5.250 17.400 10.264 2.650 

4.2 Suppliers cost 1.120 7.210 11.697 2.973 

4.3 electricity cost 0.600 0.740 0.820 1.320 

4.4 water supply cost 0.120 0.199 0.221 0 

4.4 Fuel cost  0.240 3.960 4.153 0.84 

4.5 Engine oil cost 0.042 0.220 0.296 0.009 

4.6 firewood cost 0 0 0 1.560 

4.7 Material cost (Oil palm cost ) 88.712 640.000 1,297.649 38.500 

4.8 Chemical cost 0.108 1.440 0.836 0 

4.9 Other cost 0 0 5.370 0 

5.Loan payment (all lifetime) 56.431 271.136 328.256 28.647 

6.Total revenues/year 119.630 785.565 1,495.469 54.039 

6.1 Crude palm oil revenue 115.088 760.489 1,484.451 52.131 

6.2 Other revenues 4.541 25.076 11.018 1.907 

7.Scrap value (End of project) 6.612 10.129 16.738 3.00 

Financial feasibility analysis 

Payback period (PB) (year) 3.12 2.81 5.21 4.13 

Net present value (NPV)(million baht) 94.097 490.254 529.156 31.324 

Internal rate of return (IRR) (%) 39.50 52.16 32.57 32.46 

Modifield internal rate of return (MIRR)(%) 19.86 22.06 20.46 18.76 

Profit index(PI) 4.58 21.59 24.95 3.61 

Benefit cost ratio (BCR) 1.11 1.09 1.05 1.08 

Remark: Group A is production capacity less than 30 tonnes/hour, Group B is production capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour, and Group C is production capacity morethan 60 

tonnes/hour 
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Table 6. Switching value test (SVT) of crude palm oil mills 

Switching value test (SVT) 
Plant A  Plant B 

Group A Group B Group C  

Change in cost of production; formulation ((NPV/PVC) *100 

Based case 12.43 % 9.84 % 5.45 % 8.91 % 

Increasing cost 5 % 25.59 % 22.66 % 17.75% 18.08 % 

Increasing cost 10 % 24.43 % 21.63 % 16.94 % 16.34 % 

Change in revenues of the project, formulation ((NPV/PVB)*100 

Based case 11.27 % 9.05 % 5.19 % 8.25 % 

Decreasing revenue 5 % 22.47 % 20.36 % 16.65 % 17.26 % 

Decreasing revenue 10 % 21.45 % 19.43 % 15.89 % 16.34 % 

Remark: Group A is production capacity less than 30 tonnes/hour, Group B is production capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour, 

and Group C is production capacity morethan 60 tonnes/hour 

 

Although, the results of financial feasibility analysis 

through six main indicators was obtained that crude palm 

oil mill in Thailand generates profitability investment, 

but this study also analysis under uncertainty situation by 

using switching value test (SVT). We address two main 

assumptions are cost changing and revenue changing 

focuses on three scenarios namely, 1) based case, 2) 

increasing cost or revenues 10%, and 3) decreasing cost 

or revenues 10%, respectively.   

Based on the SVT analysis with cost increasing 

consumption obtained that Plant A with production 

capacity less than 30 tones/hour can generate 

profitability investment until cost of crude palm oil mill 

is increasing over 12.43%, while, Group B is still gain 

profit investment, even though cost increases lower than 

9.48 % and Group C will not recover investment cost 

when cost is increasing over 5.45%. For Plant B is still 

gain profit until cost is increasing over 8.91%.  Another 

assumption revenue changing illustrates that all three 

group of Plant A still generated positive profit from 

investment until the revenue is decrease over 11.27% for 

Group A whereas income is decreasing not over 9.05% 

in case of Group B and 5.19% in Group C, respectively. 

Plant B still gain profit until revenues is loser than 8.25 

%. 

The results from both assumption, cost changing and 

revenues changing, concentration on increasing cost 

decreasing revenues shown that the percentage of 

changing of all scenarios analysis is over than based 

cased which can imply that crude palm oil mill remain 

generated profitability investment even though cost is 

increasing 5-10%. The results also similarity with 

revenue scenarios by revenue is decreasing 5-10 %. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Based on variable cost of crude palm oil mill production, 

material cost or fresh fruit branch price of Plant A is 

highest in variable cost which over 93 % of total variable 

cost that effected from scramble to purchase fresh fruit 

branch through adequate supply and government 

interference in the market. This result is consistent with 

Chuasuwan C.(2018) and Adulthananusak N and 

Thammavitthayasakul L.(2018) in terms of meterial cost 

is led to 10 % of cost of production through insufficient 

supply and government price overtaking in market.  

On the one hand, labor cost of production is second 

place rank in variable cost for Plant B with 6% of total 

variable cost that effected from lack of labor skill and 

competes for labor skill. Although, Plant A is also 

encountered both problem, lack of specialist labor and  

usurp for the skilled labor, but found that labor cost of 

Plant A with production capacity less than 30 tones/hour 

around 5.25 million baht or 5.52 % of total variable cost  

follow by Plant A with production capacity 30-45 

tones/hour approximately 17.4 million baht or 2.61 % of 

total variable cost whereas the biggest production 

capacity group expense for labor cost is 10.264 million 

baht only 0.77 % of total variable cost. The results 

obtained that small and medium production capacity 

mills competing skill labor more than the biggest group 

and it’s imply that exclude biggest production capacity 

group, crude palm oil mills in Thailand remained 

concentration on labor intensive production which is 

obtained by the number of worker use in production 

processing in each types are Plant A with production 

capacity less than 30 tonnes/hour is 30 worker, 

production capacity 30-45 tonnes/hour is 35 persons, 

production capacity more than 60 tonnes/hour is 60 

labors, and Plant B provides 20 persons [2].   

The financial feasibility study results illustrates that 

payback period of crude palm oil mill maximum 5.21 

years, net present value of gain profit for Plant B is over 

31 million baht whereas lowest gain profit for Plant A is 

94 million baht, and IRR is more than 30% that led to 

induced new entrepreneurs playing in crude palm oil 

business, even though high competition production 

especially shortage of fresh fruit branch and lack of skill 

labor and scramble for labor skill. This consistent with 

the increasing of crude palm oil mill in Thailand during 

period 2012-2018 which is 83 plants in 2012 to 176 mills 

in 2018 with growth rate 112.1%. 

The results from switching value test obtained that 

Plant A with production capacity less than 30 
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tonnes/hour is highest profitability investment under 

uncertainty situation which is remain gain profit until 

cost of production over 12.43% and revenues is 

decreasing upward 11.27%. The results also according to 

benefit cost ratio analysis which imply that new comer of 

crude palm oil industry should generate the mill with 

production capacity less than 30 tonnes/hour because 

they will get profitability investment and remain receive 

gain profit under uncertainty situation better than other 

investment scenarios  

6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION  

This section obtained brief results and suggestions 

from this study. The crude palm oil industry remains to 

gain profitability investment all project life cycle (20 

years) through six major financial feasibility study 

indicators namely; benefit-cost ratio (BCR), Internal 

Rate of Return (IRR), Net present value (NPV), Payback 

period (PB), Modified internal rate of return (MIRR), 

and Profit index (PI) moreover, they still gain profit 

under uncertainty situation by switching value test 

(SVT).  

Based on financial feasibility analysis illustrates that 

crude palm oil Plant A with a production capacity of 

fewer than 30 tonnes/hour is the best alternative choice 

for new coming such as benefit-cost ratio and remain 

received gain profit better than other types of mills due 

to increasing cost and decreasing revenues. The 

government should give the financial feasibility analysis 

to the news coming. 

From the results of insufficient supply, the government 

should force the new coming provides owns oil palm 

planting area for increased supply and reduced shortage 

supply or they should set the contract framing for solves 

this problem. On the one hand, increasing yield per rai is 

also necessary which is not only increased supply but 

decreasing the cost of production and competition in the 

world market also. Labor intensive for crude palm oil 

remains high production cost, they should reduce labor 

cost by training them to become a labor skill, using 

artificial intelligence for production processing and 

calculation enough suitable labor work in production 

processing. Moreover, reducing oil loss in production 

processing can generate increasing income that reduces 

the cost of production also. Logistic cost of supply is still 

problems because of the lack of supply many crude palm 

oil mills in the southern region such as Surat Thani, 

Krabi, and Chumporn provinces need to purchase fresh 

fruit branch from other excess supply provinces 

especially Nakhon Sri Thammarat and Phattaloung. 

Thus, the crude palm oil mill should consideration 

logistic costs also. Roundtable sustainable palm oil 

(RSPO) is alternative for Thailand crude palm oil 

industry that increasing the knowledge of smallholder 

growers to produced quality oil palm such as increasing 

yields, increasing oil percentage and environmental 

protection leads to decreasing production cost of the 

crude palm oil industry and sustainable in the future. 
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